
“oversized purse” :30

which is better?

open inside a focus group room. a james lipton-style moderator leads. sitting around the table are 
a group of seemingly typical people, but we soon learn that only one person in the room actually 
has normal opinions. next to the moderator are two display boards on easels that show the 
products being compared and their benefi ts

moderator: today, we’re going to compare two great innovations. fi rst, new vitaminwater10, the 
drink with great taste and just 10 calories. and second, the oversized purse. so which is better, 
vitaminwater10 or the oversized purse?

woman 1: i like how the oversized purse let’s you combine fashion
sensibility, with the storage space of a walk-in closet.

woman 2: it also allows me to pack for every possible emergency. it’s part fashion statement, 
part survival kit.

woman 3: while i like that vitaminwater10 combines two great things, this can combine 100s of 
great things, and you still have room for your fl ip fl ops.

vw10 woman: i think an even better combination is vitaminwater10’s great taste and 10 
calories. to have both in one bottle, well, that’s just really impressive.

woman 1: but this can hold many smaller purses. and chihauhaus. 

anncr: vitaminwater10. incredible taste and just 10 calories. put that in your purse and drink it.



“banana clip” :30

which is better?

open inside a focus group room. a james lipton-style moderator leads. sitting around the table 
are a group of seemingly typical people, but we soon learn that only one person in the room 
actually has normal opinions. next to the moderator are two display boards on easels that show 
the products being compared and their benefi ts.

moderator: today, we’re going to compare the merits of two incredible innovations. the 
10-calorie drink with great taste, vitaminwater10, and the banana clip. so, which is better, 
vitaminwater10 or the banana clip?

woman 1: i like the banana clip, because of the teeth. it’s like a fashion monster that devours 
bad hair days.

woman 2: it’s perfect for holding back your big hair, you know, so you can craft your big bangs.

woman 3: i like it because if you make it tight enough, you get a really inexpensive facelift. 

vw10 woman: hair accessories that look like fruit are great, but i have to say that 
vitaminwater10 has the better combination. you just can’t beat great taste with just 10 calories.

woman 2: i still like wearing the banana clip. well, as long as i don’t brush my head against 
anything. the fashion monster has very sharp teeth.

anncr: vitaminwater10. incredible taste and just 10 calories. sure, it might not come in 40 
different colors, but 4 isn’t bad either.



“spray tan” :30

which is better?

open inside a focus group room. a james lipton-style moderator leads. sitting around the table 
are a group of seemingly typical people, but we soon learn that only one person in the room 
actually has normal opinions. next to the moderator are two display boards on easels that show 
the products being compared and their benefi ts.

moderator: today, we’re going to compare two great innovations. fi rst, new vitaminwater10, 
the drink with great taste and just 10 calories. and second, the spray tan. so which is better, 
vitaminwater10 or the spray tan?

woman 1: i like the spray tan because you can get a healthy tan, but in 20 minutes or less. it’s 
the drive-thru of tanning.

woman 2: yeah, it’s like an instant tan. just add you.

woman 3: i love the healthy orange glow. and if you don’t like it, just stand in the rain and watch 
it magically disappear.

vw10 woman: i think the better innovation is vitaminwater10. the great taste and 10 calorie 
combo is much better, and a lot more natural.

woman 1: but spray tan is instant.

woman 2: just add you. 

anncr: vitaminwater10. incredible taste and just 10 calories. our orange is way more natural.



“oversized sunglasses” :30

which is better?

open inside a focus group room. a james lipton-style moderator leads. sitting around the table are 
a group of seemingly typical people, but we soon learn that only one person in the room actually 
has normal opinions. next to the moderator are two display boards on easels that show the 
products being compared and their benefi ts

moderator: today we’re going to discuss two groundbreaking innovations. vitaminwater10, the 
10-calorie drink with great taste, and oversized sunglasses. so, which is better, vitaminwater10 
or oversized sunglasses.

woman 1: i like how oversized sunglasses make you look great, and keep people guessing. am i 
wearing makeup? you don’t know.

woman 2: yeah, it’s like “is her face really that skinny, or is it just those oversized sunglasses?” 

woman 3: they also say “i’m checking you out. or at least someone in your general vicinity.”

vw10 woman: all great arguments. but vitaminwater10 combines great taste and just 10 
calories. what could be better than that?

woman 1: how about eliminating the raccoon-eye tan?

anncr: vitaminwater10. incredible taste and just 10 calories. the secret’s out.  


